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Glen Sell 
149 Stage Road 
Nottingham, NH 03290 
August 5,2005 

The Honorable Samuel K. Skinner 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
252 1 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

AUG 1 1 2005 
Kecewed 

Dear Commissioner Skinner; 

I am writing this letter in regard to the proposed base closing and realignment of Portsmouth Naval Shipyard. You 
have been given a lot of information on the shipyard, and I know that you will be fair and carefully consider all 
information available. 

Besides my personal reasons for keeping the base open, I have a concern about Homeland security. The shipyard 
has four U.S. Coast Guard Ships stationed1 here to protect our waters. If the ship yard closes what would be the 
status of the Coast Guard station? Who would be here to protect us? Why is our government taking everything 
away from the Northeast? 

Another concern is the ability of any other shipyard to repair submarines with efficiency, on time and on budget. It 
doesn't seem to make since to close the most efficient and cost effective base. Especially considering the relatively 
small amount of money they plan to save over a span of 20 years (get out of Iraq if you want to save money). 

I served my country for ten years in the United States Navy, so I have been on the receiving end of ships coming 
out of dry docks. I served my last three yecars, in the Navy, here at Portsmouth Naval Shipyard. And I fond it a very 
rewarding place to work. After leaving the: Navy, I soon started working on the yard, as a civilian, to continue 
serving my country, that I love so. Since working at the shipyard I've had the chance to also work at Norfolk Naval 
shipyard. I can honestly tell you that the work ethics there are far below average. The men and woman that I 
worked with in Norfolk have no pride in the work that they do. They have the belief that they will never close, no 
matter how bad a job they do, just because of the size and placement of the base. They feel their job will always be 
there. "Don't do today what can be put off'until tomorrow." 

If the Portsmouth Naval Shipyard closes, not only will more than 4,000 men and women be loosing their jobs, but 
the surrounding communities will also fed the affect, in a loss of income, less tax revenues and an over abundance 
of qualified workers. As for my self, I will not transfer myself or my family to another Shipyard that does not take 
pride in the work that they do. We have roots in this area, moving away is not an option. Family is very important 
to me, I spent 10 years away fiom them and I will not do it again. 
I also have friends still stationed in the U.S. Navy and I'm more concerned about their lives when they are leaving 

a dry dock from the other yards, then when they are out to sea in the Middle East during the war. We want our men 
and women in the military to have the best quality work they can get, not the cheapest. They should be 
concentrating on the task at hand and not whether or not the ship is going to fall apart around them. 
There isn't another yard, or private enterprise, that can do the quality of work that we do here at the Portsmouth 
Naval Shipyard. On time under budget. 

Thank you for your time and consideration. 

Glen Sell 





Glen Sell 
149 Stage Road 
Nottingham, NH 03290 
August 5,2005 

Brigadier General Sue E. Turner, USAF (Ret) 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Conlmission 
252 1 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Dear Commissioner Turner; 

I am writing this letter in regard to the proposed base closing and realignment of Portsmouth Naval Shipyard. You 
have been given a lot of information on the: shipyard, and I know that you will be fair and carefully consider all 
information available. 

Besides my personal reasons for keeping the base open, I have a concern about Homeland security. The shipyard 
has four U.S. Coast Guard Ships stationed here to protect our waters. If the ship yard closes what would be the 
status of the Coast Guard station? Who would be here to protect us? Why is our government taking everything 
away fiom the Northeast? 

Another concern is the ability of any other shipyard to repair submarines with efficiency, on time and on budget. It 
doesn't seem to make since to close the most efficient and cost effective base. Especially considering the relatively 
small amount of money they plan to save over a span of 20 years (get out of Iraq if you want to save money). 

I served my country for ten years in the United States Navy, so I have been on the receiving end of ships coming 
out of dry docks. I served my last three years, in the Navy, here at Portsmouth Naval Shipyard. And I fond it a very 
re*arding place to work. After leaving the Navy, I soon started working on the yard, as a civilian, to continue 
sewing my country, that I love so. Since working at the shipyard I've had the chance to also work at Norfolk Naval 
shipyard. I can honestly tell you that the work ethics there are far below average. The men and woman that I 
worked with in Norfolk have no pride in the work that they do. They have the belief that they will never close, no 
matter how bad a job they do, just because of the size and placement of the base. They feel their job will always be 
there. "Don't do today what can be put off until tomorrow." 

If the Portsmouth Naval Shipyard closes, not only will more than 4,000 men and women be loosing their jobs, but 
the surrounding communities will also feel the affect, in a loss of income, less tax revenues and an over abundance 
of qualified workers. As for my self, I will not transfer myself or my family to another Shipyard that does not take 
pride in the work that they do. We have roots in this area, moving away is not an option. Family is very important 
to me, I spent 10 years away fiom them and I will not do it again. 
I also have friends still stationed in the U.S. Navy and I'm more concerned about their lives when they are leaving 

a dry dock fiom the other yards, then when they are out to sea in the Middle East during the war. We want our men 
and women in the military to have the best quality work they can get, not the cheapest. They should be 
concentrating on the task at hand and not whether or not the ship is going to fall apart around them. 
There isn't another yard, or private enterprise, that can do the quality of work that we do here at the Portsmouth 
Naval Shipyard. On time under budget. 

Thank you for your time and consideration. 

Sincerely, ,, 

4'- , icy, dhxY' 
Glen Sell 



AUG 1 1 2005 
Honorable Anthony J. Principi R~wlvec l  
Chairman, Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
2521 S. Clark St., Ste. 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Dear Mr. Principi: 
, 

I am writing to you to express my concerns with the integrity of the Base Closure and 
Realignment Process (BRAC). The confidence of the American public in the process, and that 
of the decisions on individual military installations, relies on the accuracy of the data used by the 
various services as well as the validly of the calculations and comparisons made using this data. 
I am concerned about the validity of the data used in the evaluation of Naval Air Station 
Brunswick, Portsmouth Naval Shipyard and the Defense Finance and Accounting Service center 
at Limestone, Maine. 

Naval Air Station Brunswick (NASB) is the only active duty Department of Defense 
airfield remaining in the Northeast United States. Its strategic location adjacent to shipping 
routes and aircraft coming from Europe, the Mediterranean, and the Middle East, makes it a vital 
link in our homeland defense, surveillance, and security strategy. 

It is clear that in calculating the savings of closing NASB, the Department of the Navy 
was intellectually dishonest in not acknowledging that the savings in maintenance positions by 
moving the P-3 Wing to Jacksonville will also be realized by replacement of the P-3 with the 
MMA and its maintenance contract. Also not stated was the infrastructure cost needed at 
Jacksonville to house both airframes and families. 

One of Brunswick's major selling points is its strategic location. Patrol flights from 
Jacksonville will cost an additional $50,000 per mission given its remote location. Other NASB 
advantages include its new runways and tower and the $34 million hanger that is the only one in 
the Navy large enough to accommodate the next generation of surveillance aircraft and an 
abundance of unencumbered air space, to include approach and departure flight paths over 
adjacent open ocean, which are optimal for flight security as well as the safe conduct of 
operations involving live weapons. 

"Portsmouth Naval Shipyard (PNS) consistently and superbly performs its mission while 
establishing a phenomenal record of cost, schedule, quality and safety performance." That 
assessment was offered on May 12,2005 by Admiral V. E. Clark, Chief of Naval Operations. 

While the Navy analysis concludes that excess capacity exists for nuclear ship 
maintenance, PNS is the most efficient shipyard in terms of cost and schedule and is, therefore, 
not the capacity that needs to be cut. Consider the following points: 

a. PNS is saving $75 million per Engineered Refueling Overhaul (ERO) and $20 million 
per Depot Modernization Period (DMP) for the American taxpayer. 



b. PNS returns operational time to the Combatant Commander by completing Engineered 
Refueling Overhauls (ERO) six (6) months sooner and Depot Modernization Periods (DMP) 
three (3) months sooner. 

c. PNS has achieved their Net Operating Result goals for seven (7) consecutive years, 
returning $3 1 million to the Navy and covering losses at other shipyards. 

Your commission must a n s d r  the following question about the proposed consolidation 
of the DFAS center at Limestone. Will the quality of work and the cost of operation be greater or 
less under the proposed DOD consolidation? 

According to DOD records, the square foot cost of operations at the facilities scheduled 
for expansion - Denver ($9.15), Columbus ($8.27) and Indianapolis (# 1 1.1 1) - is considerably 
higher than the cost at Limestone ($4.39). In addition, locality pay is lower for Limestone and 
other rural areas than in the cities scheduled for expansion. 

As for quality, Limestone has grown and been given expanded responsibility because it 
was a low-cost, high-accuracy center. It has won government awards for its service and two 
years ago received a $6 million expansion contract. 

Please note that I have avoided basing my letter on regional economic value but rather 
have focused on the validity of the Department of Defense's data and the conclusions drawn 
from that data. Clearly the Navy's case for realignment of NASB and closure of PNS and the 
consolidation of DFAS activities has not been validated. 

I challenge you and the Commission to make the right decision for America and not to 
accept the Navy recommendations on these two installations. 

Sincerely, 

ADDRESS 

CITY, STATE, ZIP 
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SAVE OUR SHIPYARD PETITION 
We, the undersigned citizens, are deeply concerned about the future of the Portsmouth Naval Shipyard. It is a 
facility accomplishing work that is vital to the security of this region and this country. In -iLh@-ne 
of the economic wellbeing of many surrounding communities. For more than 200 years the Portsmouth Naval 
Shipyard has served this country. In the centennial year of the Treaty of Portsmouth, negotiated and si the 
shipyard, we entreat your support to maintain and build on this unique source of strength that i w m a r t  
of our heritage. We request that you SAVE OUR SHIPYARD! 

Received 

Send to: Base Realignment aud Closure co@ssion, 2521 South Clark St., Suite 600, Arlington, VA 22202.' 
I ,  



SAVE OUR SHIPYARD PETITION 
We, the undersigned citizens, are deeply concerned about the future of the Portsmouth Naval Shipyard. It is a 
facility accomplishing work that is vital to the security of this region and this country. In addition, it is a cornerstone 
of the economic wellbeing of many surrounding communities. For more than 200 years the Portsmouth Naval 
Shipyard has served this country. In the centennial year of the Treaty of Portsmouth, negotiated and signed a! the 
shipyard, we entreat your support to maintain and build on this unique source of strength that is a distinguished part 
of our heritage. We request that you SA'VE OUR SHIPYARD! 

--- Send to: Base Realignment and Closure (hnmission, 2521 South Clark St., Suite 600, Arlington, VA 22202. 
b. .. 



Anthony J. Principi 
BRAC Commission 
Polk Building, Suites 600 & 625 
2521 South Clark Street 
Arlington, VA 22202 

17 Birch Meadow Road 
Brunswick, ME 040 1 1 

9 August 2005 R ~ A C  ~ n m r n l s s l o \ l , ~  

Dear Sir, 

The base closures for Maine which were requested by the military make no sense to me. Millions 
of tax dollars (including mine) have h e n  spent to improve the runways and provide up-to-date hangar 
space at the Naval Air Station in Bnalswick; I understand that NASB is the only airfield in the nation 
which is ready for the next generation of aircraft. It ik incomprehensible to me that we would even 
consider closing such a unique facikity! It is even more irrational to consider throwing away the 
extensive investment, just made, whkh created it. Do we move the P-3s to Jacksonville and then 
duplicate in Jacksonville, for more millions, the upgrading of infrastructure which now exists in 
Brunswick??? How can that save money?? In addition, the strategic location of Brunswick does not 
exist in Florida or anywhere else. Closing, or even downsizing, NAS Brunswick would negatively 
impact the ability of the United States to respond to threats in the Northeast, by terrorists or others, and 
to protect the North Atlantic Ocean. Clearly, this is a base whkh is valuable both for its strategic 
localion and its unique facilities Cllosing it makes no sense, fiom a perspective of either homeland 
security or of cost saving. It should stay open and fully operational! 

Portsmouth Naval Shipyard in Kittery seems another strange choice for closure. How can the 
military gain cost savings by closing the shipyard which delivers the best repairs in the shortest time for 
the least cost??? Portsmouth was jus* highly commended for its quality of work and its efficiency. The 
shipyard workers have been extensively trained to work on nuclear submarines; it does not seem likely 
that such a trained and efficient group of workers will be found elsewhere! 

And then there is the Defense Finance and Accounting Center in Limestone. More tax d o k s  
were spent to create this kility, in the very recent past. This Center has also been commended as a top 
performer, doing its work very efficiently. Closing down the best, most efficient facilities does not 
appear to be a way of cutting costs. 

The Accounting Center was created, at least in part, because of the economic impact on the area 
of the closing of the Limestone Air Force Base. Closing it now would be worse than not building it; on 
top of the jobs which would no longer ,exist is the investment which would be thrown away. Maine is 
not now more prosperous than it was when the Limestone Center was built. The state still needs those 
jobs! Closure of these three facilities wouM be devastating to the Maine economy. Closure of even 
one would be a huge blow to the state. Please remove them from the Closure List. 

Barbara B. Clark 



Deborah R e ~ e l  
6 ~ e m ~ ~ a & ! ~ ~ ' ~ ~ ' ~ ~  
Kittery ME 03904 

4VG : ? 2005 
25 Jul2005 

Kece~vea 

General Hill, 

Thank you for taking the time to read my letter concerning the closure of Portsmouth 
Naval Shipyard. 

Please consider that closing -the shipyard will only mean that future repairs will cost more 
and take longer because you will be closing the most productive and most efficient 
shipyard. 

And if the shipyard closes, you cannot replace them. That will mean that future planners 
will be further restricted as to options to repair ships - at whatever cost. 

Deborah Regel 

/"" 
t 

- --' --(-- ; 



August 2,2005 

Brigadier General Sue E. Turner, USAF (Ret) 
Defense Base Closure and R.ealignment Commission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Portsmouth Naval Shipyard 

Dear Brigadier General Turner, 

I am writing to ask that you, as a member of the BRAC Commission, vote to remove the 
Portsmouth Naval Shipyard from the Base Closure List. 

The Portsmouth Naval Shipyard provides superior performance to the Department of 
Defense and the citizens of the: United States of America through the Shipyards' 
demonstrated ability to perfonn high quality work ahead of schedule and under budget. 
The Navy has recognized the Portsmouth Naval Shipyard multiple times for its excellent 
performance. Portsmouth Navd Shipyard's superior performance saves taxpayers 
hundreds of millions of dollars. 

To close the Portsmouth Naval Shipyard and further reduce our nation's public shipyards 
would not be in the best interest of our nation's defense. Closing Portsmouth leaves only 
one remaining nuclear capable shipyard on the east coast. What happens in the event that 
Norfolk Naval Shipyard is damaged as a result of combat, terrorism or natural disaster? 

Both Russia and China are in the process of expanding their submarine fleets. Why would 
the United States choose to je:opardize our submarine fleet by closing the best performing 
shipyard in our nation? 

Closing the Portsmouth Naval Shipyard does not make strategic or economic sense for 
our country. Please vote to remove the Portsmouth Naval Shipyard from the Base Closure 
List and allow the Portsmouth Naval Shipyard to continue serving our country with the 
best and most cost effective work available. 

Thank you for your time and consideration. 

Sincerely, 
h r m  6- ~ x u r c o a  

Linda G. Fleckenstein 
13 Mariette Drive 
Portsmouth, N.H. 0380 1 



Dear General Turner, 
I am writing this letter to express my concern, and feelings about 

the possible closing of Portsn~outh Naval Shipyard. 
I will try to make thus letter brief, however there are some points I do need to 

make. 
I currently work at the shipyard and plan to retire if the yard were to close. I have 

no family members working at the yard; however it deeply saddens me to think of the yard 
closing. I feel that the infrastructure that made our country strong will have been severely 
weakened. I am not only talking about the yard itself, but the talented, dedicated people 
who work there. 

After my discharge fiom the military, and then college I went to work for some 
large corporations; nowhere did I see the level of skills and dedication that I have seen at 
the yard. I applied for, and graduated ffom the apprentice program as a shop 3 1 machinist. 

The day that I graduated was one of the proudest days of my life. I then had the 
privilege to work under some of the best, and most dedicated machinists in the trade; I 
was assigned to the shaft sedan of shop 3 1. Machining a propeller shaft weighing 40 tons 
and over 60 feet long, to a tolerance of ,002 requires years of experience. Most of the old 
timers have since retired but their knowledge and skills are still at the yard today, I owe 
them a lot. I think we all do! This is an asset which should not be lost. 

One last comment; last August Northfork Naval shipyard sent a team to 
Portsmouth to see how we do our shafts. We told them we can do any shaft the Navy has 
to offer, and gave them information on machining various shafts. In October I was at a 
shafting conference in Bremenon Washington; everyone was there both public and private 
yards, all were amazed by the quality of our work and the efficiency which it is done. 

Please preserve this asset and remove Portsmouth Naval Shipyard fiom the list of 
facilities to  be closed. 

Three fourths of our planet is covered with water;our submarine fleet is needed 
to patrol the oceans of the world and to protect us from fiture threats in coming years. 

Sincerely, K.pn G. DgirI) :W 
-taNt.u 

Cape Neddick, 
Maine 03902 



,ircplVFbn 

Honorable Bilbray 

Wayne Hennessy 
6 Lemont Lane 
Kittery ME 03904 

Thank you for taking the time to read my letter concerning the closure of Portsmouth 
Naval Shipyard. 

Please consider that closing the shipyard will only mean that future repairs will cost more 
and take longer because you will be closing the most productive and most efficient 
shipyard. 

And if the shipyard closes, you cannot replace them. That will mean that future planners 
will be further restricted as to options to repair ships - at whatever cost. 

Wayne I$nnessy 



Deborah Regel 
6 Lemont Lane 
Kittery ME 03904 

Honorable Hansen, ~. 

Thank you for taking the time to read my letter concerning the closure of Portsmouth 
Naval Shipyard. 

Please consider that closing the shipyard will only mean that future repairs will cost more 
and take longer because you will be closing the most productive and most efficient 
shipyard. 

And if the shipyard closes, you cannot replace them. That will mean that future planners 
will be further restricted as to options to repair ships - at whatever cost. 

Deborah Regel 
/- 1 



Wayne Hennessy 
6 Lemont Lane 
Kittery ME 03904 

;Zecelver'~ 
Honorable Hansen, 

\ 

Thank you for taking the tim~e to read my letter concerning the closure of Portsmouth 
Naval Shipyard. 

Please consider that closing thz shipyard will only mean that future repairs will cost more 
and take longer because you bill be closing the most productive and most efficient 
shipyard. 

And if the shipyard closes, you cannot replace them. That will mean that future planners 
will be further restricted as to options to repair ships - at whatever cost. 



General Newton, 

Wayne Hennessy 
6 Lemont Lane 
Kittery ME 03904 

decelveri 
Thank you for taking the timle to read my letter concerning the closure of Portsmouth 
Naval Shipyard. 

3 

Please consider that closing the shipyard will only mean that future repairs will cost more 
and take longer because you will be closing the most productive and most efficient 
shipyard. 

And if the shipyard closes, you cannot replace them. That will mean that future planners 
will be further restricted as to options to repair ships - at whatever cost. 

V L k * r  Wayne ennessy 



General Hill, 

Wayne Hennessy 
6 Lemont Lane 
Kittery ME 03904 

Thank you for taking the timle to read my letter concerning the closure of Portsmouth 
Naval Shipyard. 

Please consider that closing the shipyard will only mean that future repairs will cost more 
and take longer because you will be closing the most productive and most efficient 
shipyard. 

And if the shipyard closes, you cannot replace them. That will mean that future planners 
will be further restricted as tal options to repair ships - at whatever cost. 

L"-4;" Wayne ennessy -&Y 



Deborah Regel 
6 Lemont Lane 

~ K , \ I  . omrnlssatln Kittery ME 03904 

Admiral Gehman, Jr., ,t,~?c,e~vc:d 

.. 
Thank you for taking the t ihe  to read my letter concerning the closure of Portsmouth 
Naval Shipyard. 

Please consider that closing the shipyard will only mean that future repairs will cost more 
and take longer because you *will be closing the most productive and most efficient 
shipyard. 

And if the shipyard closes, you cannot replace them. That will mean that future planners 
will be further restricted as to options to repair ships - at whatever cost. 

I ,  I\'!,! - -\ 
Deborah Regel ,-., 



Wayne Hennessy 
6 Lemont Lane 
Kittery ME 03904 

Honorable Skinner, ;t~r,e~vsre 
, 

Thank you for taking the time to read my letter concerning the closure of Portsmouth 
Naval Shipyard. 

Please consider that closing the shipyard will only mean that future repairs will cost more 
and take longer because you nil1 be closing the most productive and most efficient 
shipyard. 

And if the shipyard closes, you cannot replace them. That will mean that future planners 
will be further restricted as to options to repair ships - at whatever cost. 

/ 

M"a-C Wayne ennessy k5-? 



Deborah Regel 
6 Lemont Lane 
Kittery ME 03904 

Honorable Bilbray ~ P l , p l - ~ ~ ~ i ~  

Thank you for taking the time to read my letter concerning the closure of Portsmouth 
Naval Shipyard. 

Please consider that closing the shipyard will only mean that future repairs will cost more 
and take longer because you .will be closing the most productive and most efficient 
shipyard. 

And if the shipyard closes, you cannot replace them. That will mean that future planners 
will be further restricted as to options to repair ships - at whatever cost. 

Deborah Regel 



Deborah Regel 
6 Lemont Lane 
Kittery ME 03904 

. I - (  P I v P r I  

Honorable Principi, 

Thank you for taking the time to read my letter concerning the closure of Portsmouth 
Naval Shipyard. 

Please consider that closing the shipyard will only mean that future repairs will cost more 
and take longer because you will be closing the most productive and most efficient 
shipyard. 

And if the shipyard closes, you cannot replace them. That will mean that future planners 
will be further restricted as to options to repair ships - at whatever cost. 

Deborah ~ege l !  - ) 



Deborah Regel 
6 Lemont Lane 
Kittery ME 03904 

, . 
Honorable Coyle, *:, 

Thank you for taking the time to read my letter concerning the closure of Portsmouth 
Naval Shipyard. 

Please consider that closing the shipyard will only mean that future repairs will cost more 
and take longer because you will be closing the most productive and most efficient 
shipyard. 

And if the shipyard closes, you cannot replace them. That will mean that future planners 
will be further restricted as to options to repair ships - at whatever cost. 

Deborah ~ e ~ e b [ -  / 



Deborah Regel 
6 Lemont Lane 
Kittery ME 03904 

< O C P ~ V C , ~ ~  

Honorable Skinner, . . 

Thank you for taking the time TO read my letter concerning the closure of Portsmouth 
Naval Shipyard. 

Please consider that closing the shipyard will only mean that future repairs will cost more 
and take longer because you will be closing the most productive and most efficient 
shipyard. 

And if the shipyard closes, you cannot replace them. That will mean that future planners 
will be further restricted as to options to repair ships - at whatever cost. 

Deborah Regel 



Honorable Coyle, 

Wayne Hennessy 
6 Lemont Lane 
Kittery ME 03904 

Thank you for taking the time ro read my letter concerning the closure of Portsmouth 
Naval Shipyard. 

Please consider that closing the shipyard will only mean that future repairs will cost more 
and take longer because you will be closing the most productive and most efficient 
shipyard. 

And if the shipyard closes, you cannot replace them. That will mean that future planners 
will be further restricted as to options to repair ships - at whatever cost. 



Wayne Hennessy 
6 Lemont Lane 
Kittery ME 03904 

Honorable Principi, Z ~ C ~ I V P ~  

Thank you for taking the t ihe lo read my letter concerning the closure of Portsmouth 
Naval Shipyard. 

Please consider that closing the: shipyard will only mean that future repairs will cost more 
and take longer because you will be closing the most productive and most efficient 
shipyard. 

And if the shipyard closes, you cannot replace them. That will mean that future planners - .  

will be further restricted as to options to repair ships - at whatever cost. 

1 



Wayne Hennessy 
6 Lemont Lane 
Kittery ME 03904 

itece).VN! 
General Turner, 

Thank you for taking the time 1:o read my letter concerning the closure of Portsmouth 
Naval Shipyard. 

Please consider that closing the shipyard will only mean that future repairs will cost more 
and take longer because you will be closing the most productive and most efficient 
shipyard. 

And if the shipyard closes, you cannot replace them. That will mean that future planners 
will be further restricted as to options to repair ships - at whatever cost. 

Wayne H nessy 
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Deborah Regel 
6 Lemont Lane 
Kittery ME 03904 
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